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On Con:oentimwhty and Sirnultaneity

A nother Reply 

1. Introduction 

In "Conventionality in Distant Simultaneity," Brian Ellis and I (1967) 
discussed the position Reichenbach and Griinbaum had taken on this 
issue. That article received considerable comment (Griinbaum and Sal
mon , 1969; Winnie, 1970; Feenberg, 1974), much of the critical part of 
which Ellis answered in "On Conventionality and Simu ltaneity-A Re
ply" (1971). He re I shall reformulate, extend , and supplement his answer 
to some of the critiques (Griinbaum , 1969; Salmon , 1969; van Fraassen , 
1969). E lsewhere I treat the topic in a less polemical manne r (Bowman , 
1974 and 1976). 

The conventionality of distant simultane ity, as maintained by Reich en
bach and Griinbaum , is after all this commen tary so widely known that it 
can be stated ve1y briefly. Let us consider two points A and B which are 
separated from one anothe r in an ine rtial fram e K. For a light signal 
emitted from A and reflected at B back to A , we compare the time inte1val 
for the outgoing trip to that for the round hip. This ratio is call ed "epsi
lon" (E). In formu lating the special theory of relativity, Ei nstein effectively 
took E to be ~; thus we may use E = ~ in defining what is now called 
"s tandard signal synchrony. " Re ichenbach views E as restricted only by 
the causal relations involved in the signaling process. That is , the refl ec
tion of the light ray at B must take place after the ray's emiss ion at A b ut 
before its return to A. These considerations require us to res tiict E be
tween zero and one, but Reichenbach insists that within these limits 
values of E = ~ "could not be called false" (1958, p. 127). He claims that 
there are no facts that would mediate against using these values in defini
tions that are now called "nonstandard signal synchrony," This allegedly 

NOTE: This pape r fo llows subsection J .1 of my dissertation (1972) with only minor expository 
changes except for th e last pa~c of the present subsection 2.c, which is a substantive 
revision. 
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ph ysic..:a l possibilil y ul' d1ot>si 11 .e: t IH'I Wl't' ll Zt' ro a11d 0111 · is "tli1 · co 11 v 1· 11 -

tionality of distant simultanl'il y (or , 11111/11/is 11111/1111tlis , synl'hro11 y) as d<·
te rmined b y signals." Griinhanm also argues for this thes is, making ck·ar 
that it obtains wi thin a single ine rti al fram e. 1 ln this paper I shall consid er 
a nonsignaling definition of synch rony and discuss its implications for 
simultaneity in Newtonian mechanics. 

The Reichenbach-Griinbaum approach es tablish es the basic co ncept of 
special relativity, di stant simultaneity, through the transmission of signal
ing processes; e.g., electromagne ti c, gravitational, or matter waves and 
particles . The approach I wish to take is characte rized b y th e trans port of 
actual clocks; e.g., mechanical, light, or atomic clocks. Since a dock is 
defined as any phys ical system whi ch passes through the same process 
periodica ll y, and since on some construal a signal might possess thi s 
property, it would not be poss ible to di stingui sh sharply between a clock 
and a signal in that sense. 2 However, for th e purpose of my characte1iza
tion of a signal , it has the salient feature of being an infinites imal disturb
ance or a point mass wh ich, excep t fo r its own presence and absence, 
carri es no information . 

2. Simulta ne ity in Ne w tonia n Mechan ics 

Elsewhe re (1972, section F.5; 1974 , section 3; 1976, section 3), I have 
taken th e position that di stant simultaneity as defin ed b y th e transport of 
clocks is conventional in the same sense as any other quantitative eq uality 
at a distance. In doing so, I have foll owed the position taken by Ellis and 
myse lf in our joint article (1967, p . 134). Grtinbaum (1969, pp. 26- 27), 
Salmon (1969, p . 56) and van Fraassen (1969, p . 67) have argued in reply 
that thi s is not the case in a world like that described b y Newtonian 
mechanics , in which distant simultaneity can be es tabli shed as a matter of 
temporal fact through the use of arbitrarily fas t causal chains. Ellis (1971, 
p. 179, section 2) rejoins that this conclusion is false if " the basic tim e
orderin g re lationships in the Newtonian world are taken e.g. to be those 
given by the local entropic order," i.e. , by what I call "clocks. " In the 
third part of this section I shall reinforce thi s argument; but in the first 
two parts I shall put aside te mporarily the assumption that simultane ity 
can be defined by the transport of clocks in ewtonian mechanics , in 
order to show what happens when Grtinbaum excludes the latte r, full y 
leg itimate procedure from his account . 
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a. Without the · t Is" of Tra11spor1< ·d Clocks 

Let us i1naginl' a point-mass P l"'ing sl' nl as a signal (ph ys ica l causal 
chain) hetween point-masses A and /3 at rest in an ine rtial frame (see 
figure). The departure of P from A we shall call E 1; its arrival and refl ec
tion at /3 , E'; and its return to A , £ 2 . Even though ewtonian mechanics 
allows arbitrarily fast causal chains, th ere is a unique event E on th e 
world-line of A between E 1 and £ 2 which cannot also be on the world-line 
of p if negative transmission times are precluded. For we may accelerate P 
as much as we wish , the reby making the transmission time approach zero, 
but we can never make P depa1t and re turn at the same instant: we can 
always find some instant E be tween P's departure and return . In other 
words , p Is not a first signal in Reichenbach's sense 3 because we can 
always accelerate some othe r point-mass Q so that it will re turn before P. 
Still, the re is a greatest lower limit , zero , to the transmission times of P or 
Q if negative transmission times are rul ed out . Since it is imposs ible to 
connect the events E and E' in either direction by P used as a signal, they 

E' 

A B 
Figure 1 
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are indeterminatl' as lo li11H· ord<'r and l1< •nct· si11u1lta1H·rn1s at't'<ll'di11,l!; lo 

d efinitions give n hy Re ieh e nhacl1 ( 18.58, pp. 144-4.5) and Crii11ha11 "' 
(1973, pp. 28-29). If the events were connectible, th ey would he ll'111por
ally ordered and, with regard to a third eve nt , th ey would exhibit te m

poral be tweenness. 
Now in Griinbaum's most recent treatment of simultane ity in Newto

nian mechanics (1969, pp. 19- 20), clocks play the roles of th e point
masses A, B , and P. However, it does not follow from the above situation, 
as he would have us be lieve, that "the non-metrical, pure ly ordinal 
character of the unique simultaneity re lation be tween E and E ' [is ] fur

nish ed by Newtonian clock transport." (1969, p. 21. ) Rathe r, on the usual 
unders tanding of clocks and signals which was delineated in section 1, the 
simultane ity relation has b een es tablished by a signaling procedure. Al
though clocks could be substituted for th e point-masses (as they were in 
Gri.inbaum's description), they do not have to be, since no clock was used 

as such. 

Gri.inbaum goes on to provide a second characte rization of "the re la
tions of temporal be tweenness and simultaneity in Newton 's world on the 

basis of the causal b e tweenness defined by the following subclass K of its 
physically possible causal chains: K is the set of all those genidentical 
chains which are not spatially self-intersecting in at leas t one ine rtial 
fram e." (1969, p . 22.) Once it is realized that the latter are infinitely fast 

influences (e .g., gravitational ones) and that those influences were also 
precluded from the first characte1ization, it becomes apparent that the 
firs t and second characterizations are identical in this respect: they are 

both based on the possibility of arbitra1ily fast causal chains; ne ithe r is 
based on the possibility of obtaining consistent read in gs on transported 

clocks. The refore th e latte r possibility, which was a legitimate phys ical 
procedure for synchronization in Newtonian mechanics according to 
Griinbaum's original position (1973, p. 370), has been effective ly deleted 

from his revised position (1969, pp. 27-28). Concomitantly, the assump
tion of th e impossibility of obtaining such readings , what he calls "as
sumption (i)," no longer characte rizes for him the transition from Newto

nian mechanics to special re lativity (1964 , section 1), and that assumption 
no longer represents for him a necessary condition for special re lativity. 

Rathe r than admitting that the slow transport of clocks provides a 
legitimate ph ys ical means of synchronizing clocks in special relativity, 

Gri.inbaum excludes synchronization by clock transport in Newtonian 
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111t·< ·l1a11i< ·s. If lit· is lo lw 1·1111 si . ...; lt ·11I , 111· l1a.'i lo p11I n ·liatH 't' 011 a do('k 's 
IH'riodi( · pro<'t' .'iSC'S as d11ralio11al 1111·as1ir1 ·s <"illwr i11 hotl1 tlH ·ori es or in 

ll< ·illl<'r. a11d h" lak<·s lh<' lall <' r i111pLuisihJ, . opl io11 . C riinhaum acknowl
"dg,,•s thal h" modifi,·s hi s positio11 i11 that th e absoluteness of simultane ity 

is no longl'r a s111Fieient condition lc>r its nonconventionality (1969, p. 28) . 
But he does not admit that even in Newtonian mechanics he must exclude 

clock transport as a physical means of synchronization distinct from signal
ing, because in that theory as well as in his "quasi-N ewtonian unive rse"' 
the asse rtion that E and E' are simultaneous according to the read ings of 

transported clocks (as distinct from signaling) rests on a convention in 
what he would consider a nontiivial sense: the assertion makes "a metiical 
appeal to the durational congruence of interval s on different world-lines" 

(1969, p. 25). 

While Gri.inbaum concludes that simultaneity in a "quasi-Newtonian" 

universe is conventional in thi s sense, Putnam comes to a conclusion the 
statement of which is diametrically opposed to Griinbaum's, yet appar
ently simi lar to that of Ellis and myself: 

In the quasi-Newtonian world, the customa1y correspondence rul e for 
simultaneity involving the transported clocks does not lead to inconsist
encies that cannot be explained as due to the actions of diffe rential forces 
upon the clocks. There is then , in my view, no reason to rega rd simul
taneity as a notion needing a definition except in th e t1i vial sense in which 
eve1y notion r equires a definition (TSC) . It is, in my view, an empi1ical 
fact in such a world that the to and fro velocities of light are equal re lative 
to anything e lse. We could, of course, define the to and fro velocities of 
light to be equal re lative to some system in motion and put up with the 
incredible complication that would resu lt in th e statement of all physical 
laws. This is , however, just an instance of the possibility of alte1ing the 
nome nclature in connection with any physical magnitude and as such is an 
instance of TSC [ = " tiivial semantic conve ntionalism"] (1963, pp. 231-
238). 

Our conclusion is more res tricted in that it refers to any physical mag
nitude that dep ends on local compmison . This is necessary to preclude 
quantities such as those dep ending on fundamental charge e and Planck's 
constant h, which are "physical magnitudes" but which are based on 

manifolds having intrinsic properties that provide a built-in measure . In 
contradistinction to such magnitudes there are magnitudes like spatial 

and temporal congruence that represent continua devoid of such int1insic 
metrics ; these magnitudes that have to have a metri c provided for them 
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by fiat or convention Crii11lia11111 calls " llit·111:L1111-co11vt•11ti1111al" ( l\J(i\J, pp. 
25, 33). Ellis and I' accept th e existence or the latter COllVt'lllio11ality, 
while pointing out that in certain theoretical contexts th e re arc lt'gitimate 
physical procedures Qike slow-transport synchronization in special relativ
ity) that override or subjugate it. Conversely, in th e absence or sud1 
procedures, there are contexts in which the Riemann-conventionality or 
continuous manifolds prevails. 6 

However, as for the grounds for conventionality, we seem to have more 
in common with Grunbaum. In vi e w of th e thcore tical-context
dependence of our version of Riemann-conventionality , we must distin
guish it from a fact-dependent formulation like Grtinbaum's. But even 
more we must separate it from Putnam's "tiivial semantic conven
tionalism" (TSC) , which is based on purely linguistic considerations. We 
can, like Grtinbaum (1970, pp. 471 , 476), imagine theories other than 
Newtonian mechanics (about which we disagree) in which simultaneity 
would not be Riemann-conventional. For example, we can conceive of 
physicists , in trying to reconcile quantum mechanics with relativity 
theory, devising a notion of time which would be quantized like charge 

and action and would not be based on a continuum of instants. Presuma
bly, Putnam would say that such a magnitude can be altered so as to be a 
continuous one (cf. n. * on his p. 222). However much this may simplify 
(rather than complicate, as in Putnam's statement above) the mathemati
cal rep resentation, physicists would regard it as an approximatio~ just as 
th ey do quantized magnitudes whose quantum numbers become very 
large (correspondence principle). The underlying reality, they would say, 
is nonetheless discrete, and an exact treatment must reflect this fact. 

b . Without the Use of Gravitational Influences 

Clock transport is not the only phys ical procedure for synchronizing 

clocks in Newtonian mechanics that Griinbaum eliminates . He also pre
cludes gravitational influences from his characterization, evidently for the 
reason that " the K-defined relations of temporal be tweenness do not allow 
the deduction of th e paradoxical conclusion that either of two simultane
ous events belonging to a gravitational chain is temporally b e tween the 
other and some third event." (1969, p. 23. ) Neve1theless , except for 
creating problems for Grtinbaum's philosophical account, both of these 
procedures are perfectly legitimate alternative criteria for distant simul
taneity in Newtonian mechanics. And he ought to admit them into his 
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crill·rio11 t·11111·1·pls.·· 111· l'rilidz1·s ''lllt' ('J'l 1d1 · op<"ralio11isl claim that any 

parlit ·11lar 'ddi11ilioll · du1St'll liy lh" ph ys icist exhaustively renders 'the 
lllL':llli11g' or spatial eollgrncllCl' ill physical theory." (1973, p. 15. ) How
eve r, ill practice, Griinhaum is doing this himself by res tricting his 
characterization of distant simultaneity in Newtonian mechanics to the 
"subclass K of its physically possible causal chains." 

Not only is he methodologically inconsistent in this resp ect , but he also 
weakens his argument for th e nonconventionality of distant simultaneity 
in Newtonian mechanics beyond the point of collapse. As it now stands 
that argument rests me rely on the lack of a limit on Newton's second law, 
i. e ., the physical possibility of particles being accelerated without limit 
(1973, p. 350n). To be sure Newton himself believed that his law was 
limitless. And, of his famous Rules of Reasoning in Book III of the Prin
cipia, Rule III provided him sufficient grounds for such a belief: "The 
qualiti es of bodies , which admit neither intensification nor remission of 
degrees , and which are found to belong to all bodies within the reach of 
our experiments, are to be esteemed the universal qualities of all bodies 
whatsoever. " 7 However, it is doubtful that he would have sustained his 

belief in the face of an empilically based challenge to th e unlimited speed 
of gravitation. Rule IV provides just this necessary condition: "Jn experi
mental philosophy we are to look upon propositions inferred by general 
induction from phenomena as accurately or ve ry nearly true , not
withstanding any contrary hypothesis that may be imagined , till such time 
as other phenomena occur, by which they may either be made more 
accurate, or liable to exception." (1966, p. 400.) Thus the second law is to 
be regarded as unlimited until such time as there is discovered some 
actual phenomenon whi~h seems to limit it. 

Now Newton was well aware from Roemer's observations of Jupiter's 
moon that the speed of light was finite. But he had no similar grounds for 

believing that gravitational propagations were limited. Thus he was jus
tifi ed in holding that particles could be accelerated without limit. How
ever, the lack of a limit was by no means essential to Newtonian 
mechanics , and as J. D. North shows, there were attempts to modify 
Newtonian mechanics in this respect both from inside and from outside 
the theory (1965, chap. 3, section 5). First he generalizes the sort of 
external criticism of Newtonian mechanics that, as a matter of historical 
fact, Poincare gave: "anyone who hoped to cast a new theory of gravitation 
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to forces which could not he suppoS<'d to act s i11111ltarn ·o 11 sly ow r li11il <' 
distances.' '" W hat needs to be brought ou t explicitl y ht·n· is that tl1< · 

modifi ca tions e lectromagne ti c th eory forced on e to mak(' in tl1<· laws or 
g ra vita tion and acce le ra ti on were ph ys ica ll y ra th e r th a 11 log icall y 
grounded: th e modi ficat ions we re be ing mad e to obtain e mpiri cal 

agree me nt be twee n two diffe re nt th eori es (or three, ii' Newton 's 
three laws a re rega rded as a theory of ine rti a di stinct from his law of 
gravitati on); logically, the re is no reason wh y th e theories could not dis

agree. 
It is true that th e foregoing modifi cations were made in the contex t of 

an electron-theore tic modifi cation of Newtonian mechanics. But, as logi
cal possibilities, they could have been made on the bas is of some theory 
oth e r th an the e lect ro n theory, or they could have been made fo r reasons 

inte rnal to Newtonian mechanics. North argues secondly that , at one 
time , Newton's gravitational law appeared un suitable fo r the explanation 

of what were perceived as "anomalies" in the motions of th e plane ts. 
Thus, in orde r to account for an apparent secular accele ration of the 
moon, Laplace conside red the possibility of a fi nite ve loci ty fo r gravita

tion , one with a lower limit of 7 x 106 tim es th e ve locity of light (North , 
1965, p . 44). Thus, from within Newtonian mechanics , Newton's second 
law could have been alte red p iior to th e electron th eory if the re had been 

no ove rweighing reason to be lieve that gravitational inAuences prop
agated fas te r than light and probably with infinit e speed . Indeed , if such 

inAuences were unkn own to th e Newtonian, then he would have been 

eve n freer to req uire , in response to some pe rce ived anomaly, that the 
actually known speed of light se1ve as a limit fo r the possible speeds of 

particl es. Just as Poincare fe lt obliged on ph ysical grounds to modify 

Newton 's second and gravitational laws to make them agree with elec
tromagne ti c th eory, so also the Newtonian would have felt obliged under 

th ese hypoth e tica l ci rcumstances to modify th e second law. 
What are th e implications of th is discussion fo r Cri.inbau m's account of 

di stant simultane ity in Newtonian mechanics? If he p recl udes faste r
than-light grav itati onal propagations as a crite rion for di stant simul

taneity, as he apparentl y does , th en hypoth eti call y one could insist that 

the acce leration of particles be limited by the speed of light and , concomi

tan tl y, that the crite 1i on fo r dis tant simultaneity making use of acce le rated 

pa rticl es agree with th e light- signaling criteiion. Und er these conditions, 
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wo rld it s .. 11 ) """ ill' idt'ldili 1·d witl1 what l1< · l'a ll s a "q11a si- Nt ·wto11ia 11 
world ... A11d tlw Hi t· 11 i:11111 -co11vt· 11tio11 a li ty which Ii " lakes to characte ri ze 

th" latl<'r is a lso fo11nd in lht • li1 rnw r. In pa rtieular, the Reichenbach
Grii11ha11111 d('fi11ition ol' sim11ltant'o us events as being those that are inde
tc rminal<' as to tim e orde r is seen to be compatible with th is in te rp re ta
tion of Griinbaum's Newtonian world . Or, b y t ransposition , any two 

events belonging o nl y to th e career of the fas tes t causal chain (light) must 
be time-ordered and hence nonsimultaneous (Cri.inbaum , 1969, pp. 21-
22.) This be ing the bas is of C ri.inbaum 's coordinative definiti on of non
simultaneity, it is available in hi s ve rsion of the Newtonian world " to 
pe rmit the infe rence that E and E ' a re paradoxically nonsimultaneous," 
despite his claim to the cont rary (1969, p. 23). 

H avi ng just adduced one a rg ume nt which purports to show that the 
Newtonian world as described by Criinbaum is Rie mann-conventional , I 
shall now conside r a second . In hi s rejoinder to Gr i.i nbau m, Salmon , and 
van F raassen (abbreviated " G. S. & F. " be low), E lli s argues against the ir 9 

attempted demonst ra tion of the contrary conclusion by trying to show 
that 

if tim e in a Newtonian world is a quan ti ty for which the bas ic 
ord ering re lationship s are conside red to depend for th eir de te rmination 
upon local compari sons, then distant simultane ity in such a world is 
Rie mann-conve ntional, and th e conclusions of G. S. & F. a re false . 

If, on the oth e r hand, the time order is defined by th e causal orde r and 
not say the local entrop ic orde r, then in th e Newtonian world , the bas ic 
time-ordering re lationships do not depend only on local compaii sons, and 
the argument is irre levant . Our claim was that di stant simultanei ty is 
conventional in the way that any re lationship of quantitative eq uality 
which depends upon local comparisons is conve ntional. It is irre levant to 
show that it is conventional in a way d iffe re nt from that of some relation
ship of q uantitative equality which in some possible world would not 
dep end on local comparisons (1971 , p. 179). 

In section 2 of hi s pap er E lli s explicates "the temporal ord e r at any p lace 
A" in te rms of " the local entropic orde r fo r ce rtain classes of closed and 
isolated sys tems at A." Since a "clock" in the sense in which I have been 
using the te rm provides an instantaneous measure of the entropy of such 

sys tems, J. can incorporate Eilis's explication. Then I can define th e dis
tant entropic orde r in te rms of tra nsported clocks. 

This allows me to clarify the role of my conclusions in (a) and (b) above. 
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gards the weight of a chicke n . . as . intrinsic to tlie d1ick1·n" (pp . 
337--8) . Even in the case of the butcher, l think some preli1ninary verbal 
clarification is needed , if only to determine whether he might distinguish 
in any way between what is measured by a spring balance and by a beam 
balance; but this is minor, of interes t chiefly for the moral that verbal 
usage ought never to be taken quite for granted , excep t under the most 
closely controlled conditions . As to your harder problem, I think it may in 
one way be a quite impossible one, because ill-defined-but therefore no 
problem at all; and in another way (namely if, th rough adequate explica
tion, it becomes well-defined), perhaps in principle not so hard . For 
consider: when the butcher's usage (and the intended sense of"intrinsic") 
has been fixed, the answer to the butcher question is logically determined 
by the body of knowledge codified in the theory of gravity (Newton's will 
serve the purpose). I ask, if the use of th e phrases 'metricality of space
time' and 'ontologically absolute or relational' is made entirely clear, 
should we not expect that the answer to your question will also be deter
mined by the content of the relevant physical theories-say, the general 
theory of relativity? Of course, the discussion of the theory-criteria for 
its application to phenomena, derivation of consequences, evaluation of 
evidence , e tc.-may involve hard problems; but assuming these under 
sufficient control, it would seem prima facie that your ontological ques
tion, if it is clear, ought to be answered with comparative ease (unless, 
that is , contrary to what seems to me at all likely, the answer should turn 
out to depend upon further difficult purely mathematical problems; in 
which case these should at least be precisely posed). On the other hand , if 
the ontological question is not clear, there is no point in speaking of it as 
hard. 

This complaint, lack of clarity, is just the one I have previously made-
see, e.g., your quotation from me on pp. 328-9, and the end of my letter to 
you of February 16, 1975-against your attempt to explicate "intrinsic" in 
"Space, Time, and Falsifiability"; and in my letter, I excused myself from 
extended discussion of the matter, in part because, as I wrote, "I \hink it 
possible that you may have come to similar conclusions yourself." You 
have not confirmed or rejected this conjecture; but since you do not 
appear to rely, in your present discussion , on that earlier attempt, I shall 
still refrain from detailed comment on it . However, elaboration of my 
similar complaint against your latest discussion now seems obligatory. I 
have already indicated the general point, which can be put as follows: 
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A llli 11 11 ~ li I l11 ·ll1 •v1· 111 11 1 in y1111r q1111tatio11 frrnn /<"((11 st (p. 341:!) it is the 
sl11d .. 11t 's st·1lli11lt'11I y11 11 1"0 11111u·11d (' Doch ein Begri}f muss bei dem Worte 
sl'i11"), 11ot tlial or Mt·phistopheles ("eben WO Begriffe f ehlen , da stellt ein 
Wort. :::ur rechte11 Zeit sich ein"), your p ractice in connection with certain 
t" rncial words-notably, 'ontological' or 'ontologically constitutive,' and 
·metrical' or 'geometri c'-seems to me rather of the devilish kind. I want 
lo be unmistakably clear about this: I am not objecting to the fact that 
your use of these terms is different from mine--in such matters I am an 
ex treme libertarian , believing not only that the utterer is entitled to any 
11sage he finds apt, but also that the auditor has a certain obligation to be 
open and attentive, and to try to construe what is said in the way it is 
intended. (Just for this reason, I think it bad practice, except in connec
tion with technical terms of qui te es tablished scientific usage, to assume 
that a word can be employed in systematic discussions without any need 
for elucidation .) What I object to is that, as it seems to me, you use the 
terms in question in a way th at is not clear at all; or-to state a more 
modest claim, but with greater assurance-it not only "seems to me" but 
is indisputably tru e that you use those terms in a way that is not clear to 
me. 

Perhaps it will be a help , in trying to give a more detailed account of 
what puzzles me about your point of view, ifl first briefly sketch my own 
answer to the question raised a few pages back ("By virtue of what is the 
tensor-field g to be regarded as represen ting the metrical structure of 
space-time?" or: "Just what do we mean when we say that g describes the 
metrical structure of space-time?"). I do not think my answer differs very 
much , in substance , from yours: it has a good deal to do with the theory of 
the behavior of such things as measuring rods and clocks. But I would 
begin by making a preliminary, and in my opinion quite crucial, remark. 
This is that there is no "categorical" (in Kant's sense: derived from 
"categories" or "reine Verstandesbegriffe")--no innate, a priori , or (in 
your language) "canonical"-notion of the metric of space-time. Indeed , 
nobody before Minkowski employed such a notion at all . And when Min
kowski inven ted, or discovered, this concept, what exactly did he do? He 
showed that the special-relativistic theory of space and time was tan
tamount to the statement that space-time has a particular structure, 
whose attributes are suggestively (although not perfectly) analogous to 
those of a Euclidean metric structure (thus , by the usual and useful liberty 
one takes in mathematics to extend or "generalize" a notion, a structure 
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is simply a single 1111iv<"rsal ti111 <"" ( 1!!72, p . 11 8) . 1\111 :111 y11111· who has n ·ad 
Newton's Principia knows that , as a descrip tio11 of' hi s 111 1·<·l1:111i <"s . thi s is al 
best misleading and at worst false. For in addition to what he call s "abso
lute, true and mathematical" time (also called "duration"), he allows that 
the re exists "relative , apparent, and common time , [which) is some sens i
ble and ex te rnal (whethe r accurate or unequab le) measure of duration by 
tbe means of motion, which is commonly used instead of true time. 
(Newton , 1966, p. 6). Thus, contrary to what Weingard (1972, p. 119) 
would have us be lieve, we already have in Newtonian mechanics the 
"notion of time [with] respect to a frame of refe re nce." The difference 
vis-a-vis special re lativity is that this time, if accurate, agrees with univer
sal time; in special relativity, the re is , of course, no such notion as univer
sal time. At a practical level the problem exists just as much for the 
Newtonian as for the (special) relativist to fi nd a proper frame of reference 
in which to record the time: for the Newtonian it would be the true or 
unive rsal frame , whe reas for the rela tivis t it would be an ine rtial fram e. 
(One cannot simply choose "a frame of reference whose space axes are at 
rest with respect to the phys ical system ," as Weingard (Ibid .) seems to 
think , as that fram e might be noninertial. ) 

Finally, le t us examine the implications of all thi s for the possibi li ty of 
negative (one-way) signal or transport tim es in Newtonian mechanics. In 
the situation in which someth ing travels from event b to event a according 
to the universal frame, one cannot say in Newtonian mechanics , as Wein
gard tri es to, that an obse1ver who judges by the experie nces of his rest 
fram e that events at b occur after those at a "would be wrong since events 
at a are simply after those at b" (Ibid .) To say thi s one would have to know 
that his frame is equivalent to the universal fram e. But this is a proposi
tion which one might not know (much less know simply) in Newtonian 
mechanics, just as in special relativity one might not know whether his 
fram e is inertial. The refore , Weingard 's objection is obviated , and Ellis 
can assert in Newtonian mechan ics, just as well as in special relativi ty, 12 

the possibility of negative times in the following sense: if, with respect to 
the time in an observer's re st fram e, even ts in that frame are temporally 
ordered one way (with respect to earlier-later) while they are ordered the 
reve rse way with respect to a second obse1ve r's fram e of refere nce, then 
with respect to the second observer's fram e of refe rence the first is going 
back in time (paraphrase of Weingard , Ibid .). Indeed , I do not see how 
Weingard can consistently deny for Newtonian mechan ics the possibili ty 
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SJl <"<"ial n ·l:lli vi ty ( l \J72. pp . I l ~J 120) . 

3. Colld us ion 

Eilis's answer to Gr iinhaum , Salmon , and van Fraassen on the simul
tane ity of' Newtonian mechanics was complete and cogent only in re
sponse to Salmon. In reformu lating it so as to make clear its applicabihty 
to Griinbaum and van Fraassen, I have no doubt rendered it incomplete . 
Howeve r, the reformulation is eas ily completed in the way I have just 
indicated. Further, I have argued that Gr(inbaum's position on simul 
taneity in Newtonian mechanics, insofar as it excludes the determination 
of simultaneity through the use of gravitational influe nces and transported 
clocks, suffers diffi culti es of its own: that simultaneity can be interp reted 
as being Riemann-conve ntional, notwithstanding his claims to the con
trary. 

Notes 
I. 1973, p . 353. Elli s and Bowman (1967, section I) derive an expression fi:Jr one kind of 

nonstandard signal synchronization of th e clocks of any in ertial fram e. 
2. Th e const rual mentioned ahove occurs in Grlinbaum (1969, p . 21 ), who uses a clock as a 

signal. This confla tion prodtl(.:es a ce rta in cliffi c.:ult y, as I point ou t in subsection 2.a helow. 
3 . A " fi rst-signal" is , according to Reiche nbach, " th e fas test message carrie r be tween anv 

two points in space" (1958, p. 143). · 
4. A "quasi-N ew to nia n universe" is a world descr ibed hy Newtonian mech;.tni c:s excep t 

that the speed of light limits all causal d1ains; thus initially synchronized docks continue to 
give th e same readings despi te be ing separa ted and rejoined . 

5. l n my case, at leas t, this is what I shall ca ll "prcanaly tic acceptance, " i.e. , aecepta nee 
based on the way scientists act ually opera te . It is to be distinguished from acce phrnce hast.'d 
on th e rational reconstruction of what sci entists do. Since the behavior of scie ntists is 
some times hased on mis taken judgments, i t obviously cannot be the ultimate criterion f(n· 
what is correct. Howeve r, it can serve as an in tc1im crite1ion in the absence , for whateve r 
reason , of an ultimate one. In othe r words, scientists behave rationally until they are proved 
to he mi staken. 

6. I ean me ntion two simpl e con texts in which the transport of clocks fails to provide a 
legi timate physical means of synchronization . The first is He ichenbach's "static gravitational 
fi eld" (1958, p . 259), a static non-£11<.:lidean space with an orthogonal time ax is; i.e. , t.h e 
components of th e fi eld, gµ 11 , arc fu nctions of spatial coordinates alone (they are independenl 
of time) and gµ 4 = 0 forµ, = I , 2 , 3 . The second is a special case ofReichenhach's ,;stationary 
p;ravitational Held .. (1958, pp . 26 1- 262). The latte r d iffers from the stati c in that th C' time axi.s 
is not orthogonal; i. e ., g1H = 0 forµ, = 1, 2, 3. The special case results from makin~ the space 
Etl(:lidean , i.e .. le tti ng gµv = 0 li1r µ, = I' = l , 2, 3 . For this case Eddington (1924, p. 15) 
shows that even syndirouization hy infi nite ly slow transport along a stra ight li ne is im possi
ble. 

7. 1~66, p. 398. In his e lahoralion lw tn('nlions some such qualiti es: gr.tvitation (i.e., the 
mutual attraction of hoclies) and what are now called the ·'primary quali ties" or Newtonian 
mechanics (extens ion , hard 11 (·ss. i rnpt' ll ('t'rahilit y. mobi lit y, and ine rt ia). 
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8. 1005. p . .. 1 . .1, er. also Bow1 11:11 1. l !J7:!. , ~ 11l1s1· dio11 IL ·I , p:irl H. 

9. Ellis c:a n dirl'd his aq.!;111111 ·11! al all llin ·c· o f 1111r dC'lr:tdors , s in1 ·1· it appli1 ·s 1·quall ~ · to 
slowly t ransported clocks o r arbitra ri ly b s t ou .. 't't' l(·rah·d partid1 ·.-; or i11fi11il1 ·ly 1:1sl g ra vi la 
tional inffue nces. In contras t, m y argument appli1 •s on ly to partidt •s (it ass 11111t ·s t lw al1s1·11 n · 
of the other methods) , so I have had to reshict it s efl(:d to th l' pos il io11 111"C: r ii11lia111n . th1 · 
only one of the th ree who seems to p reclude gravitational signals. Salmon n •11 1ai ns ag m1sl i1 · 
on th em (1969, p. 52n); and van F raassen does not me nt ion th em. although IH' may imply 
that consideration or th em is not necessary (1969, p. 67, note I), in which case his position is 
the same as Grlinbaum's . 

10. 1969, p. 61. Cf. Bowman , 1972, subsection K.3. 
11. Apparen tly, a situati on is a "conceptual poss ibility" if ii can be descr ibed "i n te rms of 

our present concepts of tim e, travel, and change," i. e., without "a change in usage or 
meaning fro m th e ordinary way of speaking" (Wei ngard , 1972, p. 120). 

12. This is true of special relativity only insofar as the present p rob lem is concern ed . 
Th ere a re oth er problems in saying in that theore ti cal context that things can go back in 
time, as Earman (1967, section TV) has shown. 
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